Vadodara, 1st May 2014

Matrix to showcase the comprehensive range of Security
solutions at IFSEC South Africa
Matrix Comsec, a leading manufacturer of Enterprise Security and Telecom solutions, is participating in IFSEC South Africa. Matrix
will showcase its complete portfolio of Security products encompassing range of Access Control and Time-Attendance Solution and
Video Surveillance Solution.
Here, at this event our main focus will be to highlight the new COSEC DOOR PVR and COSEC PATH DOOR Controllers. Mentioning
about the new products, all excited Mr. Jatin Desai – Product Owner Access Control and Time-Attendance Solution said that “these
products have a cutting edge advantage over the others”. COSEC DOOR PVR, a palm vein reader based door controller provides the
highest security and eliminates hygiene concerns as it is a completely contactless device. It provides best solution to the Mines and
factories. COSEC PATH Door Controllers are having superior design, Fast & Accurate Fingerprint identification, better storage
capacity,IP65 Rating and PoEoffer complete solution to corporate, manufacturing units, government organizations, educational
Institutes and many more.
Enhancing its surveillance solutions, Matrix will launch its IP video surveillance range consisting of Network Video Recorder (NVR)
and Hybrid Video Recorder (HVR). The highlight of the range is the unique SATATYA HVR series a single solution for IP and analog
surveillance needs. This future proof solution utilizes the cost benefits of analog and enhanced security & scalability of IP
solution.“This highly reliable IP enterprise solution with a comprehensive Centralized Management Software for Centralized
management and Mobile Viewer for remote monitoring along with enhancing security will also improve productivity and efficiency of
organizations” said Mr. KaushalKadakia – Product Owner Video Surveillance Solution.
“We have been exhibiting at IFSEC South Africa since last two years; I must say it is a great platform where we can have a
tremendous opportunity to meet our customers, distributors and potential clients. For us, it's been another good year.” said Mr.
Abhay Joshi, International Business Manager.
Matrix looks forward to greeting customers at Hall No. S1, Stall No.07 during13 to 15 May, 2014 to discuss their requirements
and offer better solutions.

About Matrix Comsec
Established in 1991, Matrix is a leader in Telecom and Security solutions for modern businesses and enterprises. An
innovative, technology driven and customer focused organization; the company is committed to keep pace with the
revolutions in the telecom and security industries. With around 30% of its human resources dedicated to the
development of new products, Matrix has launched cutting-edge products like IP-PBX, Universal Gateways, VoIP
Gateways and Terminals, GSM Gateways, Access Control and Time-Attendance Systems, Video Surveillance System
and Fire Alarm Systems. These solutions are feature-rich, reliable and conform to the international standards. Having
global foot-prints in Asia, Europe, North America, South America and Africa through an extensive network of more than
500 channel partners, Matrix ensures that the products serve the needs of its customers faster and longer. Matrix has
gained trust and admiration of more than 350,000 customers representing the entire spectrum of industries. Matrix has
won many international awards for its innovative products.
To find out more about Matrix's products and to learn more about the various solutions offered by Matrix to optimize
business processes through effective communication solutions, visit the company website, www.MatrixComSec.com
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